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EVAPORATION INDUCED ISOTHERMAL CRYSTALLIZATION OF SILICATE 
MELT: Hiroko Nagahara, Geol. Inst., Univ. Tokyo, Hongo, Tokyo 113, Japan 

In order to investigate and role of evaporation and crystallization kmetics for silicate melt, 
isothermal vacuum experiments were carried out in the system MgO-SiO,. Due to successive 
evaporation, melt crystallized olivine at a fixed temperature. The evaporation rates and bulk 
chemical composition of residues varied with time, and reached a steady state. The pressure- 
composition phase diagram for the system at a fixed temperature well explains the experimental 
results. The results suggest a possibility of isothermal formation of chondrules (and some CAIs) at 
low pressures where evaporation takes place continuously. 

Although evaporation kinetics for silicates including that in H, gas, particularly that for 
forsterite, has been intensively studied recently [I-31, that for silicate melt has not been fully 
studied except for the change of bulk composition during the course of successive heating 14-61. In 
those experiments, however, the silicate melts crystallize due to evaporation. In these cases, 
crystallization and evaporation kinetics, play a role and the rate of bulk compositional or isotopic 
fractionation should be limited by two processes. The experimental results, thus can not be well 
resolved if the experiments were made at elevating temperature. In order to investigate equilibrium 
and kinetics that govern the evaporation process of silicate melt, more simplified experiments 
should be made. We have made isothermal vacuum experiments in the system MgO-SiO,. This 
system was chosen because it has only three crystalline phases without solid solution, the vapor 
pressures of SiO, and MgO are fairly close to each other, and it contains two of the most abundant 
and important elements for the solar system. 

The starting materials are mixtures of oxides, MgO and SiO,, with four different mixing 
ratios (SO,= 60, 62, 64, and 68 wt%). The synthesized oxide mixtures melted at 1800°C (glass) 
were crushed and pressed into pellets. A chip of the pellet of about 15 mg was used in each 
experiment, and it was hold in an open graphite capsule. Although the usage of a capsule may 
disturb the free evaporation condition, it is useful to make precise weight measurement because 
silicate melt does not wet graphite. The sample was weighed before and after an experiment. The 
experimental temperature was fixed at either 1600°C or 1700°C, and duration ranged from 4 
minutes to about 1000 minutes. The sample was heated from the room temperature to 1400°C at a 
rate of 20°/min, held at the temperature for 1 to 2 hours in order to achieve high vacuum, and then 
heated up to an experimental temperature. They were quenched from the experimental temperature 
to about 1000°C in 2 to 3 minutes by turning the power supply to the furnace off. The effect of 
evaporation during quenching can be neglected due to much smaller vapor pressure below the 
experimental temperatures and rapid cooling, but the final texture should have been overprinted by 
crystallization during quenching. Because the starting material form a sphere quickly when it melts, 
the measured weight was converted into radius of a sphere assuming a linear evaporation rate and a 
perfect sphere. The linear evaporation rate was obtained by dividing the calculated size of a sphere 
by the experimental duration. The residues of short heating often looked not to have completely 
melted and give inconsistent textural, compositional and evaporation rate results with other results. 
The bulk chemical composition of residues were roughly estimated by using the broad bean 
technique with EDS. 

The obtained linear evaporation rates for the four starting materials as a function of time are 
shown in Fig. 1. The evaporation rates at 1700°C are large at the beginning of experiments and get 
smaller in about an hour. After that, they reach almost constant regardless of the initial composition 
of the starting materials. The constant rate is larger than the evaporation rates of solid forsterite and 
solid SiO,, which is consistent with being melt as a mixture of the two components. The 
evaporation rates at 1600" are systematically smaller than that at 1700°C, but show the same 
tendency that the rate decreases with time from the beginning to about 2 hours, and then get 
constant. The constant evaporation rates after considerable time suggest that the evaporated gas had 
almost constant vapor pressure, although it is not necessary the case that the gas had a constant 
composition. 

The texture of residues varies with time due to progress of evaporation. The most typical 
texture is olivine radiating texture (for short time) or olivine barred texture (for long time), both of 
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which develop when the starting material totally melted, and olivine porphyritic texture when the 
experimental temperature was below the liquidus of the starting material. Taking the almost 
constant evaporation rates and phase relations among gas-liquid-solid into consideration, we think 
that the radiating olivine fibers crystallized during quenching of experiments and they were liquid 
during experiments. On the contrary, the barred olivine appears after significant progress of 
evaporation, suggesting that the texture is governed by the change of bulk chemical composition 
due to evaporation. 

The change of bulk chemical composition is shown in Fig. 2. All the samples decrease the 
SiO, content with progress of evaporation, suggesting that the gas composition is rich in SiO,. In 
spite that the initial composition differs considerably for the four starting materials, the final 
compositions are almost the same. These results show that the gas composition should be different 
at the beginning of experiments but the same after a considerable time. 

Above observations are well understood in terms of the composition-pressure phase 
diagram at a constant temperature. Due to continuous evacuation, the generated gas is excluded 
from the system and the total pressure decreases continuously. At high pressures, the system was 
in the liquid field, and the difference in chemical composition of the starting materials results in 
difference in the timing to reach the liquid-(liquid+gas) phase boundary, and therefore the initial 
composition of liquid and gas should have been different when evaporation started. In the 
liquid+gas field, the composition of both liquid and gas vary continuously with progress of 
evaporation until they reach the reaction point. At the point, forsterite begins to crystallize and it 
continues till liquid is totally consumed. The composition of gas is fixed at this point. The bulk 
composition of the residue changes discontinuously to forsterite at this point. Further lowering of 
pressure put the system into the forsterite+gas phase field, where the gas composition changes 
continuously to be poor in SiO,. This continues until forsterite totally evaporates. 

The present results suggest a possibility of isothermal formation of chondrules and some 
CAIs at low pressures. If mixture of silicate dusts was heated to form liquid at low pressures, they 
evaporate to form igneous objects even isothermally. Because chondrules and some CAIs are 
considered to have formed in the solar nebula, it is plausible that gas generated from silicate melt 
evaporated away, which corresponds to heating in a vacuum chamber. Whether they totally 
evaporate or not depends on whether the system gets equilibrium or not, which further depends on 
the initial dust to gas ratio. Although the present experiments were made in a simple binary system, 
the presence of reaction relation including other components makes the phase relations more 
complex, and the origin of chondrules and CAIs should be considered in the low pressure gas- 
liquid-solid phase relations. 
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Fig. 1 Change of evaporation rate at 1700 " and 1600 Fig. 2 Change of bulk composition of the residues. 
"C for four compositions (in parenthesis). At 1700°C for four compositions. 
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